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Purpose of the Survey:
The OFAC sanctions or Specially Designated Nationals (SDN) list is constantly updated, and seems to be

in a continual flux. To quote the official treasury page: "The SDN list is frequently updated. There is no

predetermined timetable, but rather names are added or removed as necessary and appropriate." It's

difficult to maintain all of the possible gaps that form between a financial institutions (FIs) OFAC filtering

tool, and the official OFAC SDN list. In order to see how most FIs handle this burden, we decided to

conduct this survey.

In this survey, we discover how different financial institutions (FI) handle OFAC screening, the amount of

transactions filtering through their program on a monthly basis, and who they are regulated by. Some the

of the questions asked include: What algorithm is your OFAC tool using for name matching, do you use an

exclude/white list and how often do you monitor it, how often do you scan accounts/customer base

against the OFAC list, when was the last time you validated your OFAC program, and how many OFAC

alerts/cases are generated monthly.

Purpose of this Report:

The purpose of this report is to summarize and

demonstrate the overall findings of this survey. A

summary version of this report is also available. To

receive a copy, please send us an email requesting a

detailed copy of the survey results.

mailto:newsletter@arcriskandcompliance.com
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The two largest groups of respondents were retail banks (54.2%) followed by commercial banks (41.7%).

Business Type
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The most common respondent’s job title was BSA/AML/OFAC Compliance Officer (44.4%) followed by

‘Other’ (22.2%). The ‘Other’ category included answers such as BSA Analyst, Internal Auditor, and

Compliance Specialist.

Current Position
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Of our respondents, 77.8% of community banks have assets below $1 billion, 16.7% have assets between

$1 billion to $10 billion. The largest group of respondents represent community banks with assets less

than $500 million.

Asset Size
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The final demographic question we asked our respondents was to describe their institution’s overall risk

rating. The majority stated that they have a medium risk rating (55.6%), the next most frequent answer

was a low risk rating (33.3%), and finally a high risk rating (11.1%).

Risk Rating
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Most community banks in this survey were state licensed or chartered (61.1%) followed by those that were

OCC licensed or chartered (38.9%).

Regulating Body
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When asked what algorithm their institution’s OFAC tool uses for name matching the most common

response was ‘I don’t know’ (44.4%), though Fuzzy Logic was the top algorithm choice with 27.8% or

responses.

Name Matching Algorithm

OFAC Tool
Most community banks said they use a paid for

service (83.3%) for their institution’s OFAC tool.
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Most respondents said they

use between one and five

(44.4%) sanctions lists. Those

who utilize between six and ten

sanctions lists were also very

common (33.3%).

Sanctions Lists

The majority of respondents

noted they don’t use a white

list (66.7%). The next

largest group of

respondents said they use a

white list for both accounts

and transactions (22.2%)

White Lists
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The vast majority of respondents with

white lists (83.3%) say they re-scan it each

time OFAC changes. Surpriingly, 16.7% say

they never monitor their white list.

White List Monitoring

When asked which sanctions lists their

white list applies to there was an even split

between using one list, multiple lists, and

all lists (all 33.3%).

White List Application
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94.4% of community bank respondents have

never had any blocked property (funds).

Blocked Property

Of the respondents who have dealt with

blocked property (funds), 100% said it was

between .01%-.10% of total liabilities.

Percentage of Blocked Accounts
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33.3% of community bank respondents said they scan accounts/customer base against the OFAC List

whenever it changes, 28.2% scan at the time of onboarding.

Scan Frequency

The most common transaction type screened against the OFAC list were wires (28.6%), followed closely

by a tie between IAT’s and ACH (both 24.5%).

Transaction Types
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In addition to transaction

screening, 37.8% of

community bank respondents

also screen authorized

signers against the OFAC list.

Additional Screening

33.3% of respondents use a

combination of pre-built and

customized rules for their OFAC

program. 55.6% use just pre-built rules,

while only 11.1% utilize solely

customized rules.

OFAC Program Rules
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Most respondents have

validated their OFAC program

within the last three months

(38.9%), and 66.7% have

validated it within the past

year. Its interesting to note

that 22.2% have never

validated their OFAC progam.

OFAC Validation

NYS DFS
88.9% of respondents are not

regulated by the New York State

Department of Financial Services.
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Most community bank

respondents filter 10,000

transactions or less each

month (61.1%). 38.9% filter

over 10,000 transactions per

month.

Transaction Filtering

Customer Filtering
Most community bank

respondents filter between

1,001-100,000 customers

(55.6%).
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55.6% of community bank

respondents generate less than

100 cases per month. 44.4% of

commercial bank respondents

generate between 101-10,000

cases per month.

OFAC Cases

100% of community bank respondents

generate 1-2 OFAC positives per month.

OFAC Positives
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The two largest groups of national bank respondents were retail banks (53.3%) followed by commercial

banks (26.7%).

Business Type
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The most common national bank respondent’s job title was Compliance Officer (37.5%). Compliance

analyst and CCO or other C-level executive were the next most common job title (both 25%).

Current Position
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66.7% of national bank respondents have assets above $1 billion.

Asset Size
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The final demographic question we asked our respondents was to describe their institution’s overall risk

rating. The majority stated that they have a medium risk rating (66.7%), the next most frequent answer

was a low risk rating (22.2%), and finally a high risk rating (11.1%).

Risk Rating
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Most national banks in this survey were state licensed or chartered (50%) followed by those that were OCC

licensed or chartered (41.7%).

Regulating Body
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When asked what algorithm their institution’s OFAC tool uses for name matching the most common

answer was tied for fuzzy logic and ‘I Don’t Know’ (both 44.4%).

Name Matching Algorithm

OFAC Tool
Most national bank respondents say they use a

paid for service (66.7%) for their institution’s

OFAC tool.
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Most respondents said they

use between six and ten

(66.7%) sanctions lists. Those

who utilize between one and

five sanctions lists were also

very common (33.3%).

Sanctions Lists

The majority of respondents

noted they use a white list

for both accounts and

transactions (55.6%). The

next largest group of

respondents said they don’t

use a white list (22.2%).

White Lists
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The vast majority of national

bank respondents with white

lists say they re-scan it each

time OFAC changes (75%).

White List Monitoring

50% of national bank

respondents who utilize

white lists said they apply to

all of their sanctions lists.

White List Application
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It was interesting to see that 55.6% of national

bank respondents have had blocked property

(funds).

Blocked Property

Of the respondents who

have dealt with blocked

property (funds), 75% said

it was between .01%-.10%

of total liabilities.

Percentage of Blocked Accounts
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36.8% of national bank respondents said they scan accounts/customer base against the OFAC List

whenever it changes, 26.3% scan at the time of onboarding.

Scan Frequency

The most common transaction type screened against the OFAC list were ACH (28%), followed closely by

Wires (24%).

Transaction Types
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In addition to transaction

screening, 33.3% of national

bank respondents also

screen beneficiaries against

the OFAC list.

Additional Screening

66.7% of respondents use a

combination of pre-built and

customized rules for their OFAC

program. 22.2% use just pre-built rules,

while only 11.1% utilize solely

customized rules.

OFAC Program Rules
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Most respondents have validated their OFAC

program within the last three months (77.8%),

and 88.9% have validated it within the past

year.

OFAC Validation

NYS DFS
66.7% of national bank respondents

are regulated by the New York State

Department of Financial Services.
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Most national bank

respondents filter 10,000

transactions or less each

month (66.7%). 33.3% filter

over 10,000 transactions per

month.

Transaction Filtering

Customer Filtering
Most national bank

respondents filter between

101-1,000 customers (44.4%).
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44.4% of national bank

respondents generate

10,000 cases or less per

month.

OFAC Cases

66.7% of national bank

respondents generate 1-2

OFAC positives per month.

OFAC Positives
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Conclusion:
Being able to determine that your OFAC program is properly filtering

everything expected of it and with an adequate degree of accuracy is

imperative to a financial institutions daily operations. Scanning new

accounts, screening different transaction types, using proper algorithms, as

well as keeping a well maintained catalogue of various sanctions lists are all

needed to create an ideal OFAC program. To see how financial institutions

handle these various responsibilities, we conducted this survey.

Overall, our survey participants represent a BSA/AML/OFAC compliance officer at a retail or commercial

community bank with under $1 billion in assets and a medium risk rating. Most of our respondents are

state licensed or chartered. A typical respondent’s financial institution uses an OFAC tool that is a paid for

service. It was interesting to note that most respondents don’t know what type of algorithm their

institutions OFAC tool uses for name matching. For the respondents who knew what algorithm their

institution used, fuzzy logic was the most common. Almost all respondents utilize ten or fewer sanctions

list as part of their OFAC program. There was a close split between those that use between 1-5, and those

that use between 6-10.

It was surprising to see more than half of respondents don’t use a white list. However for those that do, it

was common for them to use it for both accounts and transactions rather than either or. Respondents who

keep white lists also tend to re-scan them each time the OFAC list changes, which is a critical practice.

They also use it for most if not all of their different sanctions lists.

Most respondents haven’t had to deal with blocked property (funds) due to a name or account match. For

the respondents that have had to deal with blocked accounts, most noted that it was between .01%-.10%

of total liabilities.

As expected, the majority of respondents scan their accounts/customer base whenever the OFAC list

change as well as at the time of onboarding. The most common transaction types that respondents screen

32
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against the OFAC list are wires and ACH. In addition to transaction screening, respondents also screen

authorized signers and beneficiaries.

While a large percentage of respondents use only pre-built rules for their OFAC Program, most of them use

a combination of pre-built and customized rules.

Respondents have been prompt with their OFAC program validation with a large number having completed

one within the past three months and over half within the past year.  About a quarter of our respondents

are regulated by the New York State Department of Financial Services. As expected with the

implementation of Final Rule 504, a comparatively greater percentage of NYS DFS regulated institutions

have validated their OFAC program within the past year.

Most respondents filter about 10,000 transactions or less per month and between 100-100,000

customers per month. They typically generate less than 100 cases per month, but it wasn’t uncommon to

generate between 101-10,000 cases per month. Out of those cases, only about 1-2 positives are

generated monthly. That makes for a 1%-2% false positive rate.

● Retail banking was the top business line for both community and national banks (54.2% and 53.3%

respectively).

● Community bank respondents were more likely to be BSA/AML/OFAC Compliance Officers, while

national bank respondents were more likely to be general Compliance Officers (44.4% and 37.5%

respectively).

● When it came to the asset size of the institutions, community banks had a much larger percentage of

banks under $500 million (44.4%) while national banks had a larger percentage of assets over $1

billion (66.7%).
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● Community and national banks had similar percentages of  medium risk ratings (55.6% and 66.7%

respectively). Interestingly, community banks had a noticeably higher percentage of low risk ratings

compared to national banks (33.3% and 11.1% respectively).

● Both community and national banks were primarily regulated by a state license or charter (61.1% and

50% respectively).

● Both community and national banks were more likely to use a paid for OFAC tool rather than one that

was free (83.3% and 66.7% respectively).

● Neither community or national banks were sure what algorithm their institution was using for name

matching, with both their top responses being “I Don’t Know’ (44.4% each). This isn't surprising, but

demonstrates how little the end users seems to understand how their sanctions technology works and

the importance of education on this topic.

● Community banks were more likely to utilize 1-5 sanctions lists (44.4%) while national banks were

more likely to use between 6-10 (66.7%).

● Community banks tended not to use white lists (66.7%), while national banks were not only likely to

use white lists (77.8%), they were used to screen against both transactions and accounts (55.6%) as

opposed to one or the other.

● Both community and national banks that use white lists re-scan them whenever the OFAC list changes

(83.3% and 75% respectively).

● Community banks were equally likely to apply their white list to a single sanction list, multiple lists, or

all of their lists (33.3% each). National banks were more likely to apply their white list to all of their

sanctions lists (50%).

● Community banks were very unlikely to have any blocked property (funds) (94.4%), while national

banks were (55.6%).
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● Of the community and national banks that have dealt with blocked property (funds), both said they

were between .01%-.10% of total liabilities (100% and 75% respectively).

● Community banks were more likely to scan accounts at the time of onboarding (33.3%), while national

banks were more likely to scan accounts whenever the lists changed (36.8%).

● The most common transaction type screened by community banks were wires (28.6%), while the most

common transaction type screened by national banks were ACH (28%).

● Community banks were more likely to screen authorized signers (37.8%) in addition to transactions,

compared to national banks who were more likely to screen beneficiaries (33.3%).

● Community banks were more likely to utilize solely pre-built rules for their OFAC program (55.6%), while

national banks were more likely to utilize a combination of pre-built and customized rules for their

OFAC program (66.7%).

● The majority of both community banks and national banks have validated their OFAC program within

the last 3 months (38.9% and 77.8% respectively).

● Only 11.1% of community banks were regulated by the New York State Department of Financial

Services, while 66.7% of national banks were.

● Both community and national banks were most likely to filter between 1,001-10,000 transactions per

month (33.3% and .44.4% respectively).

● Both community and national banks were most likely to filter between 1,001-100,000 customers per

month (55.6% and 44.4% respectively).

● Community banks typically generate less than 100 cases per month (55.6%), while national banks

typically generate between 1,001-10,000 cases per month (44.4%).
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● Both community and national banks were most likely to generate between 1-2 positive OFAC cases per

month (100% and 44.4% respectively)

● The false positive rate for community banks was about 1%-2%, while national banks’ false positive rate

was .1-%.01%.
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AML-ology is the study of AML (anti-money laundering) trends and solutions by providing newsletters and survey

reports to AML dedicated professionals. A monthly newsletter is sent with a scientific or academic approach to an

AML hot topic. A survey is conducted each quarter based on the hot topics being discussed by the AML community.

To sign up to receive the AML-ology newsletter or survey, please visit here.

We provide this report as a value-add to the compliance community to better the anti-money laundering community

as a whole. Thank you to everyone who participated. We hope you will participate in future surveys as well.

ARC Risk and Compliance (www.arcriskandcompliance.com) is a consulting company that specializes in anti-money

laundering (AML) compliance and the technology that supports your AML compliance program. For us, this

specialization includes BSA, OFAC, KYC/CDD and FinCEN 314(a). We are “The AML Specialists”.

We can bridge the communication gap between what compliance needs and IT can support with the system they

have. We believe that in order to bridge the gap between compliance and IT, the expert needs to be able to

communicate to both departments, have knowledge and experience in both, and provide experienced solutions.

We’ve been able to combine that knowledge and experience for a more thorough solution addressing both the

compliance and IT requirements. Nearly all of our services have an element of technology and compliance so our

approach reassures a better rate of success.

Many of ARC Risk and Compliance’s team helped pioneer AML technology in the industry. They were leaders in

designing, developing and deploying the leading AML software vendors of today. In addition, our team has a strong

compliance background that can assist banks with their regulatory challenges and other compliance matters.

Contact Information:
(P) (855) ARC-5995 • (E) sales@arcriskandcompliance.com

About ARC Risk and Compliance

About AML-ology
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